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1.0 Purpose of Report

1.1 To present, for confirmation, the TPO for site at, Lands Fronting Mountsandel 
Road, South of No 23, North of Sandelford Bridge, East of River Bann, 
Coleraine 

2.0 Background 

2.1 Under Sections 122 and 123 of the Planning Act (NI) 2011 and the provisions 
of the Planning (Trees) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2015 the Council may 
make Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) to afford statutory protection to selected 
trees or woodlands if their removal is likely to have a significant impact on the 
local environment and its enjoyment by the public.  

2.2 Trees can have a high amenity value and can make an important contribution 
to the environment, creating a varied, interesting and attractive landscape. They 
can help define the character of an area and create a sense of place acting as 
landmark features in urban and rural areas. They also have nature 
conservation, historic and recreational value.  Trees in the Northern Ireland 
landscape are limited, therefore, where they do exist their contribution is valued.  

2.3 The Council may make a TPO for the purpose of protecting trees if they are 
considered to be of special value in terms of amenity, history or rarity, which 
may or may not be under threat. Therefore, to be considered for a TPO, trees 
must be of high amenity value and in reasonable condition. The following 
criteria are used when assessing the merits of a potential TPO: 

 Potential Threat: Priority will be given to the protection of those trees 
deemed to be at immediate risk from active felling or damage from 
development on site. All other requests will be assessed and prioritised 
accordingly. 

 Visibility: The extent to which the trees or woodlands can be seen by the 
general public will inform the assessment of whether the impact on the 
local environment is significant. 

 Individual Impact: The mere fact that a tree is publicly visible will not itself 
be sufficient to warrant a TPO. The tree’s particular importance will be 
assessed by reference to its size and form. Its future potential as an 
amenity should also be assessed, taking into account any special factors 
such as its screening value or contribution to the character or appearance 
of an area. In relation to a group of trees or woodland, an assessment will 
be made of the collective impact. 

 Wider Impact: The significance of the trees in their local surroundings will 
also be assessed, taking into account how suitable they are to their 
particular setting, as well as the presence of other trees in the vicinity. 

 Historical Importance: Certain trees, because of their age, association with 
the setting of listed buildings, or the contribution they make to the special 
character of a conservation area, may require consideration for TPO 
protection. 



 Rarity: There may be occasions where a tree(s) may be considered for 
TPO protection solely on the grounds of its rarity. The priority of the 
consideration will reflect the rarity of the species. 

2.4 All types of tree can be protected. The Order can cover anything from a single 
tree to woodlands. Normally, unless a Woodland TPO is proposed, only trees 
over 3.5m in height are considered for a TPO. Hedges, bushes, and shrubs will 
not be protected. 

2.5 In terms of the process and timescales, a Provisional TPO is normally served 
first, with the final confirmation within six months, or it can be allowed to lapse 
if it is considered, as a result of detailed assessment, that the trees are not 
considered worthy of protection. 

3.0 Site Context 

3.1 The site is located on the eastern bank of the River Bann, on the Northern side 
of Sandelford Bridge and on the western side of Mountsandel Road. The 
subject land contains established trees on the elevated roadside section of the 
site with the vegetation cover extending approximately 180m along the eastern 
(roadside) boundary. The topography of the site falls significantly towards the 
River Bann from the Mountsandel Road.   

3.2 The Northern Area Plan 2016 currently defines the site as a Housing Zoning 
CEH60 within the Settlement Development Limits of Coleraine, with Key Site 
Requirement 6 advising of the need for tree retention on site.  

3.3 The trees on the site include an established and significant level of mixed trees, 
including Beech, Alder, Ash, Holly, Hawthorn, Sycamore and Birch. 

3.4 These trees are considered to significantly contribute to the visual amenity and 
character of the area being visually significant from main views from Sandelford 
Bridge and Mountsandel Road. The trees on site provide an important visual 
backdrop to the zoned land and help frame views of this landmark bridge, 
linking through the treed character of Mountsandel Road, with existing TPO’s 
to south (TPO69) and north (TPO43), providing a sense of continuity to this 
character and setting. 

Reason for TPO Protection 

3.5 On 7th November 2023, Development Management section requested 
consideration of a TPO on this site to prevent these trees being damaged or 
removed as part of any potential development. This follows internal discussions 
on current planning application under consideration, LA01/2023/0534/F at 20m 
South of 23 Mountsandel Road, Coleraine relating to a proposed residential 
development to provide 47 units to include 18 apartments and associated 
engineering and landscaping.  



3.6 Therefore, Planning Section considered that a level of protection was required 
for the trees, which are considered to make a valued contribution to the local 
environment and character of the area by providing an attractive landscape 
feature and important backdrop to the zoned housing land. 

3.7 A Provisional TPO was served on site on 17th November 2023 (see Appendix 
1). This notice took effect immediately and provided protection for all trees on 
the site for a period of six months (up until 17th May 2024). In line with legislation 
a copy of the Provisional TPO documentation was also posted to inform 
interested parties and adjoining neighbours on 17th November 2023. Copies of 
the Order were also attached to protected trees in obvious locations within the 
site on 17th November 2023.  

3.8 The consultation process allowed comments/representations to be submitted 
within 28 days from the date of Notice of the Provisional TPO (up to 15th

December 2023). One representation was received from the Department for 
Infrastructure (DfI) Northern Division on 7th December 2023 (see Appendix 2), 
advising that DfI do not own any of the land marked for the TPO. 

3.9 Within this period, following a procurement process, a qualified Arboriculturist 
(Stephen Warren of M. Large Tree Services Ltd), was appointed to carry out a 
detailed assessment of the trees. This has resulted in a detailed survey of all 
trees on site (see Appendix 3) which helps identify the current physical condition 
of each individual tree, allowing for consideration of what level of protection is 
required. 

Detailed Assessment of Trees 

3.10 Mr Warren surveyed the site on 21st February 2024 (see Appendix 3). A total of 
sixty-one individual trees, two tree groups, and one hedge have been surveyed 
on the site. 

3.11  The report includes specific observations and recommendations for all 
individual trees and tree groups. The report advises that the trees do not appear 
to have had recent management, with a significant amount of remedial work 
recommended in terms of tree groups. It is important to note that they have 
been grouped where the trees are of similar species, age, and condition, where 
canopy closure has been achieved, or where the trees have an intended 
purpose (such as a hedgerow or boundary). It is important that these groups 
are managed as single entities, as the trees within them offer protection to each 
other and the removal of any individual will have a direct impact on those 
adjacent to it. 

3.12 On assessment of the Report and in terms of recommendations for the 
confirmation of the TPO, it is important to consider that the majority of trees on 
site are considered to be in fair condition and suitable for TPO protection (35 
trees are Category B with a further 12 Trees in Category C). The only trees 
within Category B not considered suitable for TPO Protection, due to their 
limited amenity value and location, include Tree No’s 209 (Ash) 213 (Hawthorn) 



& 214 (Ash). The remaining 32 Trees in Category B are considered appropriate 
and worthy for TPO protection. 

3.13 In terms of Category C trees, whilst they are deemed in be in poorer condition, 
they are still considered suitable for retention as a number of these trees still 
contribute to the visual amenity value of the area and still have a valued 
lifespan. As such, some of these trees are also considered worthy of TPO 
protection, including the visually significant roadside trees 201 (Sycamore), 204 
(Holly), 207 (Sycamore), 232 (Ash) along with Tree 241(Ash) which will help 
keep the visual integrity of this tree belt. The remaining trees in Category C 
(including the Hawthorn/ Holly/beech Hedge Group 264), whilst not considered 
worthy of TPO protection are still suitable for retention and can remain on site. 

3.14 The report does however identify 17 trees that are unsuitable for retention, 
either due to their physical condition and/or potential impact on public safety. 
These trees are identified as Category U and are to be excluded from TPO 
protection, with a recommendation to fell these trees to maintain Site Safety. 
These trees include, 208, 210 (Ash), 211 (Hawthorn), 212, 229, 231, 234, 
235(g), 238, 239, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248 (Ash) & 256 (Alder). 

.  

Summary 

3.15 In summary, site contains trees and tree groups that are considered worthy and 
suitable for TPO protection. These trees are assessed as having high public 
amenity value, being in a prominent location providing a valued contribution to 
the local environment and character of the area. The trees help provide an 
important visual backdrop to the zoned land and help frame views of Sandelford 
Bridge with adjacent TPO sites, bridge, linking through the treed character of 
Mountsandel Road and are considered worthy of TPO protection.  

3.16 TPO to be Confirmed with modification to include all trees within the site with 
the exception of Trees 206, 208*, 209, 210*, 211*, 212*, 213, 214, 215, 225, 
227*, 228, 229*, 231*, 234*, 235(g)*, 238*, 239*, 243*, 244*, 245*, 246*, 247*, 
248*  256* & 264 (trees marked with * are recommended to be felled to maintain 
site safety) 

3.17 Financial Implications

3.18 No financial implications for the Council.  

4.0 Options 

4.1 Option 1: Resolve to confirm the TPO with modifications as detailed above. 

Option 2: Resolve not to confirm the TPO. 



5.0 Recommendation 

5.1 IT IS RECOMMENDED that Members agree to either Option 1 or 2 above. 

Appendices:  

Appendix 1: Provisional TPO Notice and Map   
Appendix 2: Representations received 
Appendix 3: Tree Survey Report (Inc Survey Table & Map) 
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M. LARGE TREE SERVICES LTD 

 

TREE SURVEY AND REPORT 

 

SITE: 

MOUNTSANDEL ROAD AND SANDELFORD BRIDGE, COLERAINE 

 

 

 

CLIENT: 

Causeway Coast and Glens Council 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE: 

 

 

• To survey and produce a report on the health and condition of trees growing 

on the above site.  

• To make recommendations for tree works to ensure site safety and good 

arboricultural management. 

• To provide a photographic record of the trees on the site.  

 

 

 

SURVEY DATE (S) 

21st February 2024 

 

SURVEYED BY 

Stephen Warren 

 

 

  



TREE SURVEY AND REPORT FOR: 

MOUNTSANDEL ROAD AND SANDELFORD BRIDGE, COLERAINE 

 

 

A total of sixty-one individual trees, two groups, and one hedge have been surveyed 

on the site.  The trees do not appear to have had recent management, and the is a 

significant amount of remedial work recommended.  Specific observations and 

recommendations for all individual trees and groups are recorded in the attached survey 

schedule.  All tree works carried out should follow British Standard (BS) 3998: 2010: Tree 

works recommendations. 

 

Throughout the site, there is a build-up of deadwood, particularly in the larger trees.  

Whilst this is a natural occurrence, and does not reflect the overall health of an individual 

tree, there is considered to be a risk of damage to persons or property beneath the crown 

caused by falling deadwood, it should be kept to a minimum and crown cleaning has been 

recommended.  This consists of the removal of all unwanted material from the crown of 

the tree and may be regarded as the basic safety prune.  It should include the removal of 

all dead, dying, broken or diseased material from the tree. 

 

There is also a large amount of ivy growth throughout the site.  Ivy has a high 

biodiversity value and, where possible, the cutting and removal of it is not recommended.  

However, in some cases it may also disguise underlying problems as well as increasing 

the sail effect of crowns and where trees are heavily overgrown the growth should be cut 

at the base. 

 

Crown reduction has been recommended for trees where it is considered necessary 

to reduce mechanical stress on individual branches or stems, making the tree more suited 

to its immediate environment.  Any reduction should retain the main structure of the crown 

and a significant proportion of the foliage, leaving a similar, but smaller outline.  Pruning 

cuts should be as small as possible and in general not exceed 10cm diameter. 

 

  



The term “reduce endweight to balance crown” is used where a tree has more 

branching in one direction, causing it to become unbalanced.  Whilst an unbalanced 

crown is not necessarily an immediate problem, uneven weighting in a tree can increase 

the likelihood of wind-throw.  The shortest “extent” of each crown-spread should be taken 

as a guide and the remaining branches pruned close to that length.   

 

Please note, measurements for reduction recommended in the report should be 

regarded as approximate, and the maximum to which the branches should be reduced.  

ALL pruning cuts must made at an appropriate branching point rather than removing 

exactly the specified length. 

 

Many of the trees are growing close to a pavement and the road.  These surfaces 

may act as a barrier to root development and trees affected should be monitored for any 

loss of vigour.  In addition, damage may be caused by the weight of vehicles to any roots 

that have grown under these surfaces.  Root growth may even cause damage to the 

surfaces, potentially creating a risk to the public or vehicles.  In all cases, regular 

monitoring is required to identify potential problems as early as possible. 

 

Trees have been grouped where the trees are of similar species, age, and condition, 

where canopy closure has been achieved, or where the trees have an intended purpose 

(such as a hedgerow or boundary).  It is important that these groups are managed as 

single entities, as the trees within them offer protection to each other and the removal of 

any individual will have a direct impact on those adjacent to it. 

 

 

 

Stephen Warren BSc (Hons) 

  



PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD 

 

Photograph 1:  An overview of the trees on the site. 

 

 

Photograph 2:  Group 264.  A hedgerow growing along the edge of the public pavement. 



 

Photograph 3:  Tree 249 overhanging the pavement, and encroaching the road. 

 

 

Photograph 4:  Group 235.  Note the extensive wounding to the lower part of the stems, and the proximity 

of these trees to the wall. 



KEY TO SURVEY SHEETS 

 
 
1) TREE NO: 

REFERENCE TAG NUMBER ON TREE. 
 
2) TREE SPECIES. 
 
3) AGE: 

y:  YOUNG. 
sm: SEMI MATURE. 
m:  MATURE. 
om: OVER MATURE. 

 
4) CONDITION*: 

GOOD:  A SUPERIOR TREE WITH NO VISIBLE FAULTS. 
FAIR:  A HEALTHY TREE WITH ONLY MINOR DEFECTS. 
POOR:  SEVERAL OR SEVERE DEFICIENCIES HEALTH. 
DEAD:  DEAD OR DEATH IMMINENT.  FAILURE IRREVERSIBLE. 

 
5) HT: TREE HEIGHT IN METERS.  
 
6) DBH: DIAMETER AT BREAST HEIGHT (1.3m). 
 
7) CROWN SPREAD: 

THE DISTANCE IN METRES FROM THE CENTRE OF THE TREE TO THE 
NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, AND WEST. 

 
8) OBSERVATIONS: 

COMMENTS REGARDING THE GENERAL HEALTH AND CONDITION OF 
THE TREE. 

 
9) RECOMMENDATIONS: 

ACTION TO BE TAKEN ON THE BASIS OF OBSERVATIONS. 
 
10) BS5837 TREE CATEGORIZATION RATING (SEE TABLE 1). 
 
11) TPO RECOMMENDATION. 
 
 
 
*Please note: 
The condition of a tree is based on its physiological health when inspected, and does not include 
any external environmental factors (such as restrictions to root growth) or predicted development 
of issues (such as spread of existing decay).  Therefore, a direct correlation between the condition 
of a tree and its category SHOULD NOT BE ASSUMED.  As an extreme example, a tree may in theory 
be described as in “good” condition, but still have a low Categorisation Rating (10). 
  



   

Table 1 Adapted from BS 5837: 2012 (p.9)  

 

 



M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

T 201 Sycamore m Fair 12 58 7 8 7 7

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, partially 

suppressed crown that contains minor deadwood. It is 

growing at the edge of a pavement, and close to a road. 

The tree is partially overgrown with ivy. There is included 

barbed wire in the lower part of the stem.

Cut ivy. Crown clean. 

Reduce endweight to 

balance crown. 

Reduce height by 3m.

C No

T 202 Ash m Fair 11 to 26 3 5 5 6

This multi-stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown that contains 

minor deadwood. It is heavily overgrown with ivy, and has 

included barbed wire in the lower part of the stem. Lateral 

branches overhang a pavement.

Cut ivy. Crown clean. 

Reduce endweight to 

balance crown. 

Reduce height by 2m.

B Yes

T 203 Alder m Fair 10 to 23 5 3 4 4
This multi-stemmed tree has a healthy crown that contains 

minor deadwood. It is heavily overgrown with ivy.
Cut ivy. B Yes

T 204 Holly sm Fair 6 17 2 0 2 1
This single stemmed tree shows a slight loss of vigour. It is 

heavily overgrown with ivy, and is overhanging a pavement.
Cut ivy. C No

T 205 Beech m Fair 10 20 4 3 4 3

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, partially 

suppressed crown that contains minor deadwood. There is 

a large secondary stem growing from the base of the tree. It 

is heavily overgrown with ivy.

Cut ivy. B Yes

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

Stephen Warren February 2024



M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 206 Ash sm Poor 12 to 26 5 3 3 5

This multi-stemmed tree has a poor and partially 

suppressed crown that contains deadwood and dieback. It 

is partially overgrown with ivy.

Cut ivy. C No

T 207 Sycamore m Fair 12 to 34 7 5 6 5

This multi-stemmed tree has a healthy, partially suppressed 

crown that contains minor deadwood. It is partially 

overgrown with ivy. The tree is growing at the edge of a 

pavement and is overhanging a road.

Cut ivy. Crown clean. 

Reduce endweight to 

balance crown. 

Reduce height by 3m.

C No

T 208 Ash sm Dead 9 to 19 3 3 3 2
This tree is dead. It is heavily overgrown with ivy, and is 

close to a road.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 209 Ash m Fair 12 34 6 5 3 5

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown that contains 

minor deadwood. It is partially overgrown with ivy. The tree 

is growing on a slope.

Cut ivy. Crown clean. 

Reduce endweight to 

balance crown. 

Reduce height by 2m.

B Yes

T 210 Ash sm Poor 11 to 16 3 3 3 3
This multi-stemmed tree has severe deadwood, dieback 

and loss of vigour.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 211 Hawthorn m Poor 6 to 19 2 1 1 4

This multi-stemmed tree shows a loss of vigour and 

contains extensive deadwood throughout. It is growing on a 

steep slope. There is included barbed wire at the base.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

Stephen Warren February 2024



M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 212 Ash y Poor 7
16 & 

16
2 1 0 3

This twin-stemmed tree has severe deadwood, dieback and 

loss of vigour. It is growing on a steep slope.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 213 Hawthorn m Fair 7 34 3 4 1 4

This single stemmed tree is forking at 1.5m and has a large 

inclusion at the fork union. There are more inclusions at 

several other fork unions throughout the tree. It is 

overhanging an access lane.

Crown clean. Reduce 

endweight to balance 

crown. Reduce height 

by 2m.

B Yes

T 214 Ash sm Fair 11 24 2 3 2 4

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown that contains 

minor deadwood. It is partially overgrown with ivy. The tree 

is growing on a slope, and is overhanging an access lane.

Cut ivy. B Yes

T 215 Sycamore y Poor 7 to 13 3 1 3 3

This multi-stemmed tree is growing from the decaying 

stump of a failed tree. There are decayed wounds in every 

stem.

No action is required 

at this time.
C No

T 216 Ash sm Fair 12 23 3 3 2 4

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, partially 

suppressed crown that contains minor deadwood. It is 

partially overgrown with ivy. The tree is growing on a slope.

Cut ivy. B Yes

T 217 Beech m Fair 14 40 4 4 6 3

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown that contains 

deadwood. It is partially overgrown with ivy. The tree is 

overhanging a streetlight, and is weighted towards a road.

Cut ivy. Crown clean. 

Reduce endweight to 

balance crown. 

Reduce height by 4m.

B Yes

Stephen Warren February 2024



M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 218 Ash m Fair 12 to 28 4 4 4 3

This multi-stemmed tree has a healthy, partially suppressed 

crown that contains extensive deadwood. There are 

decayed wounds at points of branch loss. It is growing at 

the edge of a pavement, and is partially overgrown with ivy.

Cut ivy. Crown clean. 

Reduce endweight to 

balance crown. 

Reduce height by 3m.

B Yes

T 219 Ash sm Fair 12 to 16 3 3 3 1

This multi-stemmed tree has a healthy but unbalanced and 

partially suppressed crown that contains minor deadwood. It 

is heavily overgrown with ivy. The tree is growing on a 

slope.

Cut ivy. B Yes

T 220 Ash sm Fair 11 to 18 4 4 1 4

This multi-stemmed tree has an unbalanced crown that 

shows a loss of vigour. It is growing on a slope. The tree is 

partially overgrown with ivy.

Cut ivy. B Yes

T 221 Beech m Fair 14
42 & 

40
4 4 5 4

This twin-stemmed tree has a secondary stem growing from 

the base. It has a healthy, partially suppressed crown that 

contains deadwood and several hung-up broken branches. 

It is growing at the edge of a pavement, and is overhanging 

a road. There are crossed/fused branches throughout.

Crown clean. Reduce 

endweight to balance 

crown. Reduce height 

by 4m.

B Yes

T 222 Ash sm Fair 12
23 & 

16
3 2 3 1

This twin-stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown that contains 

minor deadwood. There is an inclusion at the fork union. 

The tree is heavily overgrown with ivy, and is growing on a 

slope.

Cut ivy. B Yes

Stephen Warren February 2024



M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 223 Sycamore y Fair 8 12 2 0 1 0
This single stemmed tree is growing at a slight angle from a 

slope. It is partially overgrown with ivy.
Cut ivy. B Yes

T 224 Ash y Fair 10
23 & 

15
5 0 0 2

This twin-stemmed tree has an unbalanced crown. Both 

stems have a slight sweep at the base, and are partially 

overgrown with ivy.

Cut ivy. B Yes

T 225 Ash m Poor 12 40 5 0 0 6

This single stemmed tree has a poor, unbalanced and 

partially suppressed crown that contains deadwood, 

dieback and shows a loss of vigour. There is epicormic 

growth throughout. 

 

No action is required 

at this time.
C No

T 226 Sycamore m Fair 14
54 & 

52
4 5 7 6

This twin-stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown that contains 

deadwood. It is heavily overgrown with ivy. Both stems 

have a slight sweep at the base. The larger stem has a 

large inclusion where it forks again at approximately 2m.

Cut ivy. Crown clean. 

Reduce endweight to 

balance crown. 

Reduce height by 3m.

B Yes

Stephen Warren February 2024



M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 227 Sycamore m Fair 13
32 & 

16
1 3 4 2

This twin-stemmed tree has a healthy but unbalanced and 

partially suppressed crown. There is a sweep at the base of 

both stems. The tree has decay at the base and at the fork 

of the stems. It is growing at the base of an old building, 

and the location will have an adverse effect on the long-

term health of this tree.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
C No

T 228 Sycamore y Fair 10 19 0 2 0 4

This single stemmed tree has an unbalanced crown. It is 

growing at an angle from a slope. The slope has also 

caused a sweep in the lower part of the stem.

No action is required 

at this time.
C No

T 229 Ash y Poor 9 20 0 3 0 5

This single stemmed tree is growing at an angle from a 

slope. There is a large decayed wound from the base to 

approximately 1.5m up the main stem.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 230 Ash m Fair 14 32 3 4 2 4

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown. It is partially 

overgrown with ivy, and is growing on a slope.

Cut ivy. B Yes

T 231 Ash y Poor 8 16 4 0 0 1

This single stemmed tree has a healthy but unbalanced and 

partially suppressed crown that contains minor deadwood. 

There is severe decay at the base and in the lower part of 

the stem.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

Stephen Warren February 2024



M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 232 Ash m Poor 14 to 29 5 4 6 6

This multi-stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown that contains 

extensive deadwood. It is heavily overgrown with ivy. It is 

growing close to the road, and is overhanging a pavement.

Cut ivy. Crown clean. 

Reduce endweight to 

balance crown. 

Reduce height by 4m.

C No

T 233 Sycamore m Fair 14
36 & 

24
3 6 6 5

This twin-stemmed tree has a healthy, partially suppressed 

crown that contains extensive deadwood. It is heavily 

overgrown with ivy, and there is a large inclusion at the fork 

union. Lateral branches are overhanging a pavement.

Cut ivy. Crown clean. 

Reduce endweight to 

balance crown. 

Reduce height by 4m.

B Yes

T 234 Ash m Poor 9 38 2 2 3 3

This single stemmed tree has a poor and partially 

suppressed crown that contains extensive deadwood. It is 

growing at the base of a wall, and is overhanging a 

pavement. The location will have an adverse effect on the 

long-term health of this tree. It is heavily overgrown with ivy.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

G 235 Ash y Poor
to 

10
to 21

This group contains three single stemmed, and one twin-

stemmed trees. They are self-seeded, natural regeneration 

growing at the base of a wall. Each tree has extensive 

decay at the base and in the lower part of their stems.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 236 Ash sm Fair 12
20 & 

18
4 3 2 2

This twin-stemmed tree has a healthy, partially suppressed 

crown that contains deadwood. It is partially overgrown with 

ivy, and there is an inclusion at the fork union.

Cut ivy. B Yes

to 4
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M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 237 Ash sm Fair 12 to 24 3 3 1 5
This multi-stemmed tree has a healthy but unbalanced and 

partially suppressed crown that contains minor deadwood.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

T 238 Ash y Poor 7 11 0 4 0 2

This single stemmed tree has a poor, unbalanced and 

partially suppressed crown that contains deadwood, 

dieback and shows a loss of vigour. There is extensive 

decay at the base and in the lower part of the stem.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 239 Ash sm Poor 14 to 20 2 2 1 3

This multi-stemmed tree has a poor, slightly unbalanced 

and partially suppressed crown that contains deadwood, 

dieback and shows a loss of vigour. It is heavily overgrown 

with ivy.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 240 Sycamore m Fair 14 to 33 4 5 4 5

This multi-stemmed tree has a healthy, partially suppressed 

crown that contains deadwood. It is partially overgrown with 

ivy.

Cut ivy. B Yes

T 241 Ash m Poor 12 39 4 5 3 4

This single stemmed tree has a poor, slightly unbalanced 

and partially suppressed crown that contains extensive 

deadwood. It is heavily overgrown with ivy.

Cut ivy. C No

T 242 Ash y Fair 10 9 1 1 0 1 This single stemmed tree is partially overgrown with ivy. Cut ivy. B Yes

T 243 Ash y Poor 10 13 1 1 0 2
This single stemmed tree has a healthy, partially 

suppressed crown. There is extensive decay at the base.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No
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M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 244 Ash y Poor 9
19 & 

11
3 1 0 5

This twin-stemmed tree has a poor, unbalanced and 

partially suppressed crown that contains minor deadwood 

and broken branches. There is a large decayed wound from 

the base to approximately 1m up the main stem, with 

suspected internal decay as a result.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 245 Ash sm Dead 9 28 2 2 0 2
This tree is dead. It is heavily overgrown with ivy, and is 

close to a road.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 246 Ash sm Dead 8 19 1 0 2 1

This tree is dead. There is minor epicormic growth at the 

base, and the tree is partially overgrown with ivy. There is 

extensive decay at the base.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 247 Ash m Poor 9 39 2 0 3 5

This single stemmed tree has severe deadwood, dieback 

and loss of vigour. The crown is unbalanced due to 

suppression.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No

T 248 Ash m Poor 10
32 & 

22
2 6 6 5

This twin-stemmed tree has severe deadwood, dieback and 

loss of vigour. It has an unbalanced crown due to 

suppression.

Fell to maintain site 

safety.
U No
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M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 249 Ash m Fair 12
39 & 

32
4 7 6 6

This twin-stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown that contains 

extensive deadwood. It is heavily overgrown with ivy. It is 

growing on a slope, and the tree is overhanging a road. 

There is an inclusion at the fork union.

Cut ivy. Crown clean. 

Reduce endweight to 

balance crown. 

Reduce height by 3m.

B Yes

T 250 Alder y Fair 10 29 3 3 1 3

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown. There is 

epicormic growth on the main stem.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

T 251 Alder y Fair 6 24 1 3 0 5

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown. The is a small 

hung-up broken branch in the crown.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

T 252 Alder y Fair 10 19 3 1 1 3

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown. There is 

epicormic growth at the base, and minor decayed wounding 

to the main stem.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

T 253 Alder y Fair 10 18 1 3 1 3

This single stemmed tree has a secondary stem growing 

from the base. The secondary stem has a decayed wound 

at the base. The tree has a healthy, but slightly unbalanced 

and partially suppressed crown. There is epicormic growth 

at the base.

Remove secondary 

stem.
B Yes
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M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 254 Alder y Fair 9 17 2 1 1 2
This single stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

T 255 Alder y Fair 10 19 3 3 2 4

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, partially 

suppressed crown that contains minor deadwood. There is 

minor epicormic and sucker growth at the base.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

T 256 Alder y Poor 5 13 0 1 0 3

This single stemmed tree has extensive decay from the 

base to approximately 1.7m up the main stem. There is 

epicormic growth at the base.

No action is required 

at this time.
U No

T 257 Birch y Fair 10 23 1 2 3 3
This single stemmed tree is forking at 1.5m. It has a 

healthy, partially suppressed crown.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

T 258 Birch y Fair 9 15 2 1 1 1
This single stemmed tree has a healthy, partially 

suppressed crown that contains minor deadwood.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

T 259 Birch y Fair 9 16 1 2 1 3

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown. There is bend 

in the main stem, weighting the tree slightly to the west. The 

tree is forking at 1.5m.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes
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M. Large Tree Services Ltd Site: Mountsandel Road/Sandelford Bridge Client: Causeway Coast and Glens Council

Species Age Cdtn
Ht  

(m)

DBH 

(cm)
Observations Recommendations Cat TPO

Crown Spread (m)

N     S      E     W
No

T 260 Birch y Fair 11 25 2 3 1 3

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, but slightly 

unbalanced and partially suppressed crown. There is minor 

wounding to the lower part of the stem.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

T 261 Birch sm Fair 12 28 2 4 4 4

This single stemmed tree has a healthy, partially 

suppressed crown that contains deadwood. There is 

epicormic growth at the base.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

T 262 Birch y Fair 8 22 0 3 2 3
This single stemmed tree is forking at 1.1m. There is a 

significant bend in the larger stem due to suppression.

No action is required 

at this time.
B Yes

G 263
Hawthorn, 

Holly
sm Fair to 7 to 16

This group contains approximately twenty-five trees growing 

between the larger individually recorded trees. They are 

each in a healthy condition, but have extensive ivy growth 

and minor deadwood throughout.

No action is required 

at this time.
C No

H 264

Hawthorn, 

Holly, 

Beech

sm Fair to 4 to 13

This group forms a hedge growing along the boundary of 

the site, adjacent to a pavement. The trees are in a healthy 

condition, but will require regular facing and height 

reduction to maintain them as a hedge.

Monitor. Prune lateral 

branches and reduce 

height as required.

C No

to 4

to 1
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Key:

15

Tree Location, category and reference number.

Crown-spread

Tree Category (see table 1 from BS 5837: 2012; p.9)

B Trees of moderate quality with an estimated 

remaining life expectancy of at least 20 years.

C Trees of low quality with an expected 

remaining life expectancy of at least 10 years.

U Trees which cannot realistically be retained

for more than 10 years, or which should be

felled to maintain site safety.
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